Why ThreatSwitch?
Cut compliance cost.
Protect what matters most.

Having used other solutions we found ThreatSwitch
to be the best for ease of use, availability, pricing,
and frequent updates that addressed
requested enhancements.
—Chuck Helton, Director of Security for Belcan

As an executive responsible for a cleared security program,
you can’t afford lapses. They put your IC or DoD contracts, your
people, and national security at risk. You also can’t afford to make
hasty investments, and a traditional security compliance software or
intricate network of spreadsheets may end up costing you more in terms of
fees and labor. We’ve broken down the bare facts as you carefully consider which
compliance solution is best for your team.
See below for details and see page 2 for pricing.
A team of Lean Six Sigma black belts found that ThreatSwitch significantly
cuts the time required to complete crucial security actions.

50.7%
reduction
in training
labor.

66.2%
reduction
in reporting
labor.

56.8%
reduction
in personnel
action labor.

Whats your return on investment?
With our turnkey services, you’ll never pay for training support,
software updates or hidden fees.

$

Reduce cost
per cleared employee
by $1,000/year.

Lower headcount
and resource reallocation.

Use an integrated system
accommodating new
security guidelines.

ThreatSwitch is the future of security compliance
management. Our software increases visibility,
and enhances collaboration while cutting cost.
Access benefits enjoyed by other leading industrial security programs:

Zero dollars wasted
on your employee’s time.

No expensive software updates
to accommodate new security guidelines.

No lapses

that can lead to costly penalties.

No training
or other hidden fees.

Our straightforward pricing model is based on the
number of cleared employees in your company.

$9.00-$13.50

per employee per month (if paid annually)

Ready to see ThreatSwitch for yourself?
For additional info on a security compliance solution that pays for itself,
contact sales@threatswitch.com or visit us at www.threatswitch.com/demo.

